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Here is a somewhat horrible iPhone picture of my new layout. I haven’t good pictures yet since my setup is in flux
all this month and next with new gear coming in.

To start with and get it out of the way, here is my gear list:
Components
Receiver:

Integra DTR 5.9

Amplifier:

Carver AV-705x

Sources:

Samsung BD-1600
Xbox 360
Uverse DVR

Cables and Interconnects
Monoprice HDMI cables from all sources used to the
Integra
MIT EXp1 Interconnects from the Integra to the Carver
LSi 15 Fronts: Audioquest CV-4 36v dbs to highs,
Audioquest FLX 14/4 jumpers to the lows
LSiC Center: MIT EXp2’s
Surrounds: None

Writers Note:
I want to begin by saying that I spent a large portion of time simply listening to everything like normal,
i.e. watching TV, playing Xbox 360, etc. This demo was MY opportunity to see how much of a difference these
cables made given MY setup and use of my gear. I did spend time during this demo comparing music and
movies between the Shotgun and my current cables and both sets of impressions will be listed below.

Unboxing:
The box they came in was quite a lot bigger than I expected. They were very well packed, but don’t be
looking for a regular sized box, these things are MASSIVE. For those who are OCD about wire management,
the Shotguns will FIGHT you on this hardcore. The network box on the speaker cables is ridiculously large, like
the width of a 3.5 inch hard drive enclosure and it’s about 6 times as tall. These suckers are LARGE. On the
flipside you will probably want to show them off and they do have the WAF factor. The speaker wire before
the network box is about the diameter of a small garden hose as well. The interconnects network box is a bit
smaller but still such that you won’t be able to hide it very well either.

Impressions:
Initially like the user before me I decided to install the cables and live with them for my 2 weeks and
then see what I was “missing” when they were gone. So upon receiving the MIT cables, I immediately put 3 of
the 4 IC’s between the Integra and Carver (fronts and center). I installed the speaker cables on my 15’s (still
using my FLX 14/4 jumpers) as well and went about my business for about a week.
I was hoping for a in your face, OMG this is SOOO much better impression through this week. I didn’t
really get that. Since my normal routine doesn’t consist of lots of music, mostly TV and occasional Xbox360 I
figured the source sound simply wasn’t high quality enough for me to tell the difference. That was upon
further thinking to be somewhat expected. TV shows don’t have lot of variation in sound, and when I am
playing Xbox I am not listening to hear new things in the game, but actually playing the game and not able to
really discern any differences.
On Sunday of that week while my wife was at work I decided to throw in my copy of LOTR on Blu-ray
and watch a couple scenes from disc 2. Specifically when Frodo and company try to cross the mountain pass
and also the Troll fight through when Gandalf falls into the Abyss. I will preface the next few sentences with
this: I haven’t watched the Blu-ray copy until this time, but have watched the DVD copies MANY times.
Watching those few scenes I seemed to hear more soundstage and more of the background noise in the
recording, like the wind sounded clearer and realistic, the bass notes rolled off quickly and overall sounded
more authoritative from my 15’s than normal. Part of this could indeed have been the differences in the
soundtrack between the DVD and Blu-ray, but I don’t think it was. I haven’t heard my 15’s fill out the bottom
end that good EVER.
I then invited another local guy over named Jeff (IndyHawg) to do a comparison between the MIT
Shotguns and my MIT EXp1 IC & Audioquest CV-4 setup one week in. He brought over 2 Blu-ray discs he
owned for us to listen to. I really wanted to listen to the high and low end since that was what I felt was most
improved with the new cables.
We listened to the following:
Artists

Song

Adele 21 live

Rumor has it
Other songs (names escape me)

Rush – Time Machine Live in Cleveland

Spirit of Radio
Subdivisions
Red Barchetta
O’Mally’s break
Working Man

For each song we would listen to it on the demo cables and then do a switch to my EXp1 & CV-4 setup to
compare. I will mention that listened to the Blu-ray’s in “All Channel Stereo” so the center and sub were
involved at all times.
Over all the songs we noticed that the high’s where just a bit more pronounced on the demo cables. They
seemed to sparkle more and the attack and decay were more defined than on my setup. There also was a bit
more air so to speak than normal. The low end was MUCH more defined. I really got to feel what the 8” sub
in the 15’s can do for once. They complimented my PSW125 and really blended well and there were times I
couldn’t tell if my sub was making noises or if my 15’s were. It was THAT good. It overall was a VERY

enjoyable experience for me. I then decided to see which of the two cables would make the biggest difference
with my current setup. To do this we did the following switch:
1. MIT Shotgun S3.3 IC’s with MIT Shotgun S3.3 SC’s
2. MIT Shotgun S3.3 IC’s and switched the Shotgun S3.3 SC’s with Audioquest CV-4 SC’s
3. Switch MIT Shotgun S3.3 IC’s with MIT EXp1 IC’s with Audioquest CV-4 SC’s
Moving from the S3.3 SC’s to the Audioquest removed quite a bit of low end. In addition the top end
wasn’t as sparkly and the bass seemed to be a bit muddy. In addition the soundstage seemed to get a smaller.
Moving from the S3.3 IC’s to the EXp1’s was more of the same, but not NEARLY as comprehensive of a
change as with the speaker cables. This probably has to do with both IC’s being MIT. It was very interesting
for me however as I had always read and been told you always want to get the best cables from the source
outward to your speakers. So by that logic I would get the S3.3 interconnects first to go between my Integra
and Carver amp. But based on MY experience I would actually get the S3.3 speaker cable first.
Conclusion:
Well here is the part where I wrap it all up in a neat package for everyone. I was VERY glad I got the
chance to demo these cables and would like to thank the nice folks at MIT VERY much for this opportunity. Do
these cables make a difference: YES. Are they for everyone: NO.
As I stated I didn’t really notice much of a difference with just normal TV watching and playing video
games, which is to be expected. If there was a difference it wasn’t enough for me to notice. So if you don’t
watch tons of blu-ray movies or DVD’s and do mostly streaming video and TV they are not worth the cost for
you since you won’t see much benefit. For folks who listen to music lots or want the best of movie experience
sound wise these are very good investments. They really made the music and movies MUCH better. My LSi’s
have NEVER sounded so good as when on those cables.
So to wrap it completely up, whats next for me…. After listening to these cables for 2 weeks I realized
that before I modify the crossovers on my LSi’s, I really should probably invest in some better speaker cables,
so I am on the lookout for some older Shotgun speaker cables when I have the funds. I felt they made my LSi
15’s do things in the low end that almost was like adding another sub to my setup. I cant even imagine how
much they would have added to my center if I was able to run all 3 on the Shotgun speaker cables….

